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Quick Reference Card

1. Industry-Leading News

2. Content Organized by Topic
   Zero in on specific IP practice areas and resources with convenient topic tabs.

3. Legal Analysis
   Get clear guidance and proven tactics from expert practitioners in our expanded proprietary collection of 38 comprehensive treatises and the Corporate Practice Portfolio Series.

4. Laws and Regulations
   View sections of U.S. Code and Federal Regulations corresponding to IP interests.

5. Practice Tools
   Monitor post-grant patent proceedings at the Patent Trial and Appeal Board and keep track of developments at the Supreme Court, TTAB, and in Hatch-Waxman Act litigation.

6. Search Cases, News, and Analysis
   Quickly find the information most relevant to you with easy-to-use search capabilities.

7. Case Library USPQ
   Access the latest opinions in IP case law with a database of headnoted decisions from The United States Patents Quarterly® (USPQ).

8. Bloomberg Law Insights
   Understand the implications of recent IP developments with Insights articles and videos from expert practitioners.
Headnote Finder
To review all headnotes on a specific topic:
1. Select appropriate Classification Outline.
2. Select specific topic tied to a Classification Number.
3. After reviewing all headnotes, limit review by court, keywords or phrases in the headnotes, or date.
4. Click Search.

If you need help finding the right Classification Number, click on Browse/Search Alphabetical Index or Browse/Search Classification Outline on the Headnote Finder search screen.

Advanced Search
1. Select Advanced Search from the link in the banner.
2. Make sure you are searching the appropriate content. If not, edit selections.
3. Enter words or phrases.
4. Use Search Operators.
5. Limit searches to specific fields, if desired.
6. Restrict search by date, if desired.

News Services

To learn more about Bloomberg Law, contact your Bloomberg BNA client success manager or call our 24/7 Help Desk at 888.560.2529